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Life is too short for 24 frames
1. The Beauty of HighSpeed
There are movements that will reveal inherent esthetics only if shown in
slow motion.
T he last look before leaping into the abyss (‚The last of the Mohicans’),
possibly shot only with 36 fps.
The incredible beauty of running horses (300 fps)
The pole-vaulter at the Olympics in 1972
(‚The Highest’, director: Arthur Penn)
The many other movements, apart from sports, drama or action that
reveal their beauty and fascination only when they are slowed down:
 Be it the Ferrero cherry – it is many years ago that we shot this one.
Be it the countless falling vegetables, coffee beans, strawberries...
so many beauty shots in advertising live from these images.

2. We have been doing it for some time...
House of HighSpeed
Since 1971 we have been working with high-speed film cameras.
In 1981 we were the first ones to introduce high-speed video. At that time
it was used mainly for motion analysis in sports and industry, for optimising
machines and other scientific research.
 e designed and built the data collection system, including very
W
complex optics for the testing of the pantographs for the ICE trains.
With our high-speed cameras in 16, 35, as well as 70mm we were
regarded for many years as THE high-speed house on the continent. Our
high-speed film technicians were covering most of Europe, often for TV
commercials, also for analytical subjects.
Much of the experience and knowledge that we collected over many
years is still as valid today as ever.
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3. Further subjects concerning high-speed shooting
Frame rates, exposure times, depth of field, speed of the object, motion blur, jitter, displacement effect...
Even experienced camera people often overestimate the necessity for high frame rates, whilst at the same
time underestimating the necessity of drastically cutting down the exposure time.
High-speed shooting is mainly necessary for the recording of fast movements – too fast to be recognized by
the human eye. But how fast exactly do the objects move? Often fast enough to move during the exposure
time, even when high framing rates are applied. This causes motion blur which precludes the sharp and
precise imaging of such objects.
In addition to the increased frame rate, a drastic shortening of the exposure time is also essential in order to
get a sharp and defined depiction of the moving object.
Even today, high-speed video shooting needs an enormous amount of light. One of the reasons is that it
is often difficult to calculate the exact distance between the moving objects and the image plane. When
shooting with a wide open aperture, the depth of field is severely limited. Thus objects which are not moving
precisely within the plane to which the lens has been set will be out of focus.
Therefore if we wish to avoid motion blur by reducing exposure time, and at the same time want to achieve
an enhanced depth of field, high light levels are necessary. We know about this necessity and supply
lighting instruments with extreme light output.
Once you have succeeded in getting sharp and defined images by means of drastically shortening the
exposure time, as well as stopping down the lens, you can still encounter an effect that is adversely influenced
by the step of the depiction of the object from one image to the next, a step which will not be accepted
by the human eye and the related human software as a continuous movement, but appears as kind of jitter,
which is extremely disturbing. This jitter or judder is what we call the "displacement effect ". All experienced
camera people are familiar with the tables explaining the recommended panning speed. Particularly
important - when objects are shot where defined edges are depicted at a distinct angle, different from the
direction of the movement of the camera.
This seems to be general knowledge for cinematographers, but not everyone is aware of the fact that the
same care has to be taken for objects which are falling through the image from top to bottom, possibly
leading to unattractive or even unusable flow of images.
Even for such critical situations we can offer solutions - thanks to our many years of experience. These
solutions can be transferred directly from high-speed film to high-speed video practice, call it physiological
properties. In the end it has to look good - and here we can contribute.
We are now attempting to find new methods of demonstrating the above explanations by shooting examples
and producing tutorials on the subject, in addition to the footage we already have with examples of slow-motion
shots, recorded under such critical conditions. We hope this will help create a deeper understanding.
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4. The equipment we are offering today
High performance high-speed video cameras with high resolution from full HD to 4K. Highly sensitive
sensors which also help to lower the demand for extreme light levels.

PHANTOM FLEX
Academy Award winning technology
Shoot 5-2570 fps at 1920 x 1080
higher frame rates possible
versatile, light sensitive, reliable

MIRO M/LC320S
S
 mall, compact, versatile and easy to handle.
P riced lower than the Phantom Flex and nevertheless many
identical properties

PHANTOM HD GOLD
N
 ot as sensitive to light as the Flex, but a very special class of
image quality (14-bit A/D conversion)

Phantom 65 Gold
With its unique sensor in 65 mm - film format and 4K resolution.
This camera, we provide both as „one-eyed“ camera with
medium format - Pentax lenses, as well as an extremely compact stereoscopic system.

5. Our personnel, our experience
Our high-speed technicians can accompany your shooting. Their experience will assist and contribute the
imaging procedure. Our technicians are also experts regarding the workflow.
Training
At regular intervals we train assistants, DITs and others, who already have experience in digital imaging. We
train them to become high-speed video specialists. These courses usually last 3 days and are conducted in
Munich.
Participants who pass the exam will be certified by us as "Phantom high-speed technician". When a production
company that wants to rent our cameras is able to refer to such a trained and certified high-speed technician,
then we will not insist that one of our house technicians accompanies the rental equipment.
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Phantom Flex – The Flexible
Phantom Flex, the flexible HighsSpeed camera for digital production.
Flexible use as a production camera with easy handling and high
sensitivity. The Phantom Flex and the onboard memory solution CineMag II
form as a compact unit the ideal HighSpeed system for quick storage of
the data and a smooth use in Advertising-, Cinema-, Sports- and Wildlife
productions.
CineRAW workflow for detailed evaluation and a maximum of
opportunities in postproduction. Easy HD-SDI 4:2:2 / 4:4:4
workflow possible through playout, including resampling-, matrix-,
image- adjustments and format options. Both workflow types can
be combined for a maximum flexible workflow.
The 4 megapixel CMOS sensor allows maximum resolution of
2560x1600 pixel. Adjustable through CAR technology in 256x8 pixel
steps. The Flex sensor works with 12 bit AD converters and a color filter
array in Bayer pattern.
The Phantom Flex can be operated in two modes. HQ mode for
maximum image quality, stable black value, low noise and heightened
dynamic range. STD mode allows the most flexible use of the Phantom
Flex for maximum frame rates and the complete free use of the global
electronic shutter. In HQ mode there are about half of the frame rates
possible compared to STD mode.
The Phantom Flex can use a variety of current and older lenses
from the 35mm format range (PL - Mount, Canon EOS, manual Nikon,
Panavision). Optional there are adapters available for the use of 2/3“
and 16 mm lenses.

Key Features:
Super 35mm depth of field (sensor size 25,6 x 16,0 mm)
Up to 2,570 fps at 1920x1080 in Standard Mode
12-bit pixel depth
800 ISO
Global, electronic shutter to 1 μs (shutter angles in HQ mode dependent upon frame rate and resolution)
Internal mechanical shutter for hands-free and remote Current Session References
HQ Mode provides the ultimate in image stability under changing shooting conditions
2 x 4:2:2 HD-SDI video ports, can be configured as dual-link 4:4:4 video (4:4:4 not available at 60fps video formats)
Phantom CineMag & CineMag II compatible
Multi-cine capable via segmented memory
On-camera controls for camera modes, settings, playback, edit & save
Remote Input for Remote Control Unit RCU
Frame synchronization to external signal, allows multiple cameras to be synchronized – essential for stereo 3D recording
Available with16 GB or 32 GB RAM

CineRAW

STD  -  Mode

HQ  -  Mode

RAM 32GB

direct to CineMag II

Resolution Pixel

max. Frame Rate

max. Frame Rate

Recording Time

Frame Rate

256 GB Recording Time

Max Resolution

2560 x 1600

1450 fps

720 fps

ca. 4 sec

195 fps

ca. 4.3 min

Max Res (16:9)

2560 x 1440

1610 fps

800 fps

ca. 4 sec

217 fps

ca. 4.3 min

HD (16:9)

1920 x 1080

2560 fps

1270 fps

ca. 4 sec

362 fps

ca. 4.3 min

1280 x 720

5385 fps

2660 fps

ca. 4 sec

868 fps

ca. 4.3 min

HD 720 (16:9)
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Phantom HD Gold – The jewel in the crown
Phantom HD Gold represents the second generation of the legendary
Phantom HD. Feedback from over 150 Phantom HD users and rental
houses paved the way for further improvement of the Phantom HD which
offers an extremely noise-free and clearly defined 2K image with rich
blacks and a dynamic range of 10.5 stops.
The Phantom HD provides a new level for 2K high-speed digital shooting in unprecedented quality.
Compact size, 35mm CMOS sensor and compatibility with practically
every 35mm camera accessory makes this camera suitable for a great
variety of productions from commercials, cinema, sport to wildlife shooting.
CineRAW Workflow or simple HDSDI 4:2:2 workflow facilitate flexible
workflow for best results.
The 4 megapixel CMOS sensor allows maximum resolution of
2048x2048 pixel and works with a noise-free 14-bit sensor and a
color filter array in the Bayer system. Phantom HD Gold allows the use
of a multitude of new and traditional lenses from 35mm cinematography
(PL-Mount, manual Nikon, Panavision, Hasselblad, Pentax, BNC-R).
Available as option are adapters for the use of 2/3“ and 16mm lenses.
Since many Phantom HD users upgraded their arsenal from Vision
Research by switching to the Phantom Flex, there is a certain number
of Phantom HD Gold available as refurbished cameras at sensational
prices. These completely overhauled cameras are ‚like new‘ and come
with a one year warranty.
Ask for special package offers.

Key Features:
Programmable trigger settings (pre/post trigger recording)
Hardware trigger BNC possible
Component viewfinder port (incl. 12V power supply)
A
 vailable with16 GB or 32 GB RAM

Super 35mm depth of field (sensor size 25,6 x 25,6 mm)
Up to 1,050 fps at 1920 x 1080
14  Bit CMOS sensor with Bayer Color Filter Array
250 ISO
Progressive elektronic Shutter
4:2:2 HD  -  SDI Video BNC
Phantom CineMag & CineMag II compatible
Multi-cine capable via segmented memory
On-Camera Controls for camera settings, playback-, trim- and
memory functions
Remote Input for Remote Control Unit RCU
Frame synchronization to internal or external clock (FSYNC),
essential for stereo 3D recording

CineRAW

RAM 32GB

direct to CineMag II

Resolution Pixel

max. Frame Rate

Recording Time

Frame Rate

256 GB Recording Time

Max Resolution

2048 x 2048

550 fps

ca. 8,3 sec

236 fps

ca. 3.4 min

2K (4:3 for anamorph)

2048 x 1536

730 fps

ca. 8,3 sec

315 fps

ca. 3.4 min

2K (1:1,85)

2048 x 1104

1020 fps

ca. 8,3 sec

438 fps

ca. 3.4 min

HDTV (16:9)

1920 x 1080

1050 fps

ca. 8,3 sec

448 fps

ca. 3.4 min

HDTV (16:9)

1280 x 720

1570 fps

ca. 8,3 sec

671 fps

ca. 3.4 min
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Phantom Miro – The Compact
The Phantom Miro M320S or LC320S (LC series with folding
LCD - Touchscreen - Display) is a small, lightweight and robust digital
High-speed camera which provides in FULL HD resolution frame rates
over 1500 fps. The camera has many features that were previously only
reserved for the „Big ones“ (Phantom Flex and HD Gold).
The M320S/LC320S is a 2 megapixel camera with a data throughput
of 3.2 gigapixel / second (Gpx / s). This allows frame rates
of 1530 fps at a resolution of 1920x1080 or 3200 fps at
„small“ HD raster of 1280x720.
The camera records in the proven Phantom Cine RAW format. The
HD - SDI - output provides additional workflow opportunities and
professional monitoring. The camera allows precise timing, flexible
trigger control and the synchronization of multiple cameras.
The Miro M320S/LC320S uses microlenses on the specially
developed CMOS - sensor with a pixel size of 10 microns to achieve
high light sensitivity. The color depth of 12 - bit (A/D conversion)
ensures excellent image quality.

Phantom Miro LC320S with PL mount (front) and
Miro M320S with EOS mount (rear).

The camera allows us to make processes visible that are too fast
to be detected by the eye. For animal studies observations in sports,
for technical, scientific or artistic applications ... Filmmakers now find
access to such subjects with this unique compact camera based on the
Academy Award winning technology of the Phantom Flex for TV and
new media applications.
As usual in HighSpeed workflow, the Miro M320S/LC320S
stores first the recorded clips in the internal RAM (size up to 12GB).

Key Features:
 920 x 1080 at 1.530 fps
1
1280 x 720 at 3.200 fps
Throughput: 3,2 Gpx/s
CMOS sensor technology of Phantom Flex
Sensor size 19,2 x 12,0 mm
800 ISO
12 Bit depth
Global electronic shutter
Minimum exposure: 1μs
internal capping shutter (CSR)
HD-SDI from BNC. Standard 720P, 1080i,1080psf signals are supported
Frame synchronization to internal or external clock (FSYNC)
Trigger from software or hardware
Programmable trigger settings (pre/post trigger recording)
Internal RAM up to 12GB
Cine RAW recording
Recording to CineFlash® (SSD) memory module
Gb Ethernet for control and data
Phantom camera control software (PCC)
Comprehensive video editing possible
Flip  -  out LCD touchscreen (LC  -  series)
RCU compatible (Remote Control Unit)
SDK (Software Development Kit) available

Lensing:
P L Mount
C
 anon EOS Mount
Nikon

F-mount, support F & G style lenses
N
 ikon F mount adapter (allows the use of
F-mount lenses on EOS mount)
1
 “ C Mount

Power, size and weight:
1
 2 - 28 VDC, 65 W, 100 - 240 VAC power supply
included
R echargeable battery (Sony BP-U30, BP-U60, BP-U90)
LC Series 7.5 x 3.5 x 4 in; 19 x 8.8 x 10 cm without
battery
Weight 1,4 kg (camera body)
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Phantom 65 – The Unique
The Phantom 65 is the world‘s only digital camera with a 65mm - format sensor (4K resolution).
This camera provides a selective depth of field like a 65mm film camera also known from medium format photo cameras.
The architecture of the camera is based on the technology of Phantom HighSpeed cameras. This means that the recorded clips are initially
stored in the internal RAM and then within a few seconds uploaded on the Cinemag.
In 4K resolution and 65mm format, frame rates up to 140 fps are available. Reducing the resolution to Full HD format achievable frame rates
are up to 320 fps.
The color depth of the A/D conversion can be selected with 8 ,10 , 12 or 14 bits. The Phantom 65 records in Cine RAW format known from
other Phantom HighSpeed cameras.

Key Features:
4K resolution (4096 x 2440)
2x 2K resolution in S3D mode
CMOS sensor, 52,1 mm x 30,5 mm
Framerate up to 320 fps in S3D mode at 1920x1080 (at 4096 x 1536 > 220 fps)
Minimum framerate 10 fps
variable shutter: 1 to 360°
Minimum exposure: 1/500.000 sec.
14 Bit A/D converter
11 stops dynamic range
320 ISO
35mm deph of field in S3D mode
65mm deph of field in „single lens“ mode
Phantom Cine RAW recording
Phantom Cine RAW files can be converted into any popular format
CineMag® compatible
HD Video out: 4:2:2 HD  -  SDI
Component viewfinder port
Weight: 5.5kg (without lens)
Compatible with standard 35mm equipment
For „one-eyed“ shootings in 65mm format, the following focal lengths are available at Dedo Weigert Film GmbH:
Pentax: 35mm, 45mm, 55mm, 90mm, 105mm, 135mm, 150mm, 165mm
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Phantom 65  -  Z3D – The unique S3D-system
The most compact professional S3D system with
exceptional properties
Seven stereo optics for fast and easy change
Fixed focal lengths 20, 24, 28, 35, 50, 75, 100mm
The Phantom 65 - Z3D system represents the only digital, extremely compact
stereo 3D camera system, with only one camera and interchangeable
stereoscopic special lens systems (two optical units in one housing) for 3D
shooting in professional 35mm image quality.
The front-end of the Phantom 65 was modified in such a way that the
specially developed stereo lenses can be used for 3D shooting. The
stereoscopic Zepar lenses project two images in Super 35 format on to the
65mm format sensor with 2K resolution each. Both images are automatically
synchronized, since they will be recorded directly with one camera and
one sensor. The interocular distance of the lenses is variable, to define
for each setting the optimum placement of the space volume. The lenses
always stay in parallel position.
The P65 - Z3D system records both images on the same sensor, thus operating
like a pair of parallel cameras, where both optical axes are always
parallel, eliminating any angling of optical axes. The extremely compact
construction of the Zepar lens pair allows a very small interaxial distance
which is variable from 24,15 to 26,4mm. By allowing the adjustment of
the optical units in front of the sensor plane towards each other, it is possible to define the image plane / Zero Parallax (Zepar is an abbreviation of
Zero Parallax) and vary the image plane.
By the changing the interocular distance depicted objects can be shown
as appearing before or behind the image plane. This potential sets the
P65 - Z3D apart from traditional parallel camera positions. The images are
free of optical and geometrical distortion. There are no image artefacts as
may be found with converging systems, also free of particular problems
which are typical for beamsplitter rigs.

Key Features:
Extremely compact and lightweight stereo 3D system
Simply ONE camera with ONE lens assembly with two optical units in one single housing,
ONE sensor, ONE recording medium
Result: No camera alignment, no synchronization needed, images are automatically
synchronized
No differences between the two recorded images regarding color, luminance and scale
Images are free of optical distortions and artefacts
No problems with reflections or mirror effects, as may be found with mirror rigs
Fast camera setup, fast work on the set
Uncompressed onboard RAW recording (Phantom Cine RAW)
High-speed recording up to 300 fps in S3D mode with a resolution of 4096x1152
Depth of field equals 35mm recording
Interocular distance of the optical units is variable for the definition of the image plane
Includes a 3D calculator for fast and easy control of optimum depth of field and image plane
Use of matte box and filters, identical with 2D shooting
No limitations by weather, no disturbance by dust, rain, snow and dirt particles as you
may often find with mirror rigs
Compact system, ideally suited for shooting in confined spaces
Easy handling on cranes - as hand-held camera
Use on a Steadicam
Camera body weighs 5.5kg
Ideal also to be used as a B-camera
Very pleasant stereoscopic impression

All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.
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Zepar Stereo 3D  -  Fix focus lenses
Zepar stereo lenses consist of two shift lenses with parallel optical axes
Focal lengths: 20, 24, 28, 35, 50, 75, 100mm
Each Zepar lens pair has its own housing, fixed to the camera in two points
3 motors adjust the following parameters: focus, iris and interocular distance
Changing lenses is as fast as shooting 2D
After each lens change, simply the 3 motors for focus, iris and interocular distance
are engaged. One button allows the calibration. In a few seconds all 3 engines
sense the complete range. All lens parameters are automatically recognized, and
shooting can continue.
The interocular distance of the Zepar lenses is variable from 24.15 to 26.4mm
An additional, optical adapter allows to increase the interocular distance with
variations from 62 to 102mm (for fixed focal lens systems 50, 75 and 100mm)
Measurements: 170x88x96mm, weight 0,55 kg

ZEPAR Lens Control System U-Lex with 3D Calculator
The U-Lex lens control system offers control of focus, aperture and definition of optimum stereo space.

The Zepar U-Lex is an intelligent RCU control with multiple functions:
 djustment and control of focus, aperture and interocular distance
a
with
 the 3D calculator the interocular distance of the lenses is adjusted (24.15 - 26.4mm). Both
individual lenses move parallel away from each other or towards each other. This allows precise
control of a defined zero parallax plane.
fast and simple calibration of 3 motors for focus, aperture and interocular distance
settings on both lenses are always identical and synchronous

U-Lex communicates important information to the operator:
set focus value
depth of field in „front and behind“
shows aperture setting (programmable in different steps)
shows set zero parallax plane
when adjusting a certain distance for zero parallax plane,
the display of the 3D calculator displays ideal stereo effect
in front and behind (‘safe 3D‘)
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Phantom – Accessories
Phantom CineFlash
Memory Module for Phantom Miro LC/M320S
Hot Swapable
All files saved in Cine RAW format
Manage your Cine files on MAC or PC
There are several benefits to Phantom CineFlash drives:
Security. Instantly save your high-speed images from the camera’s
dynamic RAM to CineFlash non-volatile memory so you have a secure
copy of your shot.
P roductivity. Eliminates the need to download the file after each shot,
resulting in less down-time between takes.
 uality. Files saved to the CineFlash are always saved in the Cine raw format, which maximizes image quality
Q
and workflow options.
P ortability. Whether using a Phantom RCU or an auto-save setup, when saving to an internal CineFlash, there’s no
need to connect the camera to a PC.
Each Miro M / LC camera is delivered with a phantom CineFlash drive and a CineFlash dock (for data download).
CineFlash memory is available in sizes of 60GB, 120GB and 240GB.

Phantom Remote
Control Unit

Handset,
compact and lightweight
(17.75 cm x 10.2 cm x 8.9 cm, 740g)
Control most Phantom camera settings from RCU
With integrated video monitor (5" diagonal)
The Phantom Remote Control Unit is a useful 5" companion.
This small, lightweight, portable device offers both control of the
Phantom highspeed digital cameras and work as additional onboard
monitor.
The RCU supports the entire highspeed imaging workflow.
Set up the camera, trigger the shot, check your clip by using the
LCD - screen, define with In- and Out-points the interesting image
contents and save the result on the CineMag (CineFlash with Miro).
The 5“ TFT touch screen technology allows you to control a camera with
a tap of your finger. A scroll/jog dial gives you an alternate (and fast!)
way to change many settings or to scrub through a recorded cine.
The optional industrial Bluetooth connectivity gives you the freedom to
control the camera wirelessly. (Miro only via cable).

Phantom CineMag® II
& CineStation
Digital high-speed imaging
is memory hungry.
Shoot 1000 frames-per-second at HD resolution, and each second of
recording takes up about 3,6 GB of memory. The latest generation of
Phantom Flex generates almost 3 - times the amount of data per second
in the internal RAM memory. A 4-second recording can take up to 15
minutes to download via standard GB Ethernet. That‘s 15 minutes better
used for taking your next shot.
The CineMag is a „hot - swappable“ solid state (flash) memory
with a very fast bus, which can write up to 700 megapixels per second.
This allows to write up to 450 fps at 1920 x 1080 resolution.
For higher frame rates the internal memory must be used.
Then the data can be cut in the internal memory and be selectively stored
in a few seconds on the CineMag.
CineMags are available in sizes of 144 GB, 256 GB and 512 GB.
The Data download is possible either directly from the camera or with
the CineStation.
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Rental Conditions
per day

Phantom Flex

Phantom HD Gold

Phantom Flex

2,400.00

€

Phantom Flex Package
1
2
1
1

00,-

€ 3.0

Phantom Flex
CineMags
RCU
Riser

,00

3.620

€

Phantom Flex Package Large
1
3
1
1
1
1
1

Phantom Flex
00,€ 3.7
CineMags
50,00
€ 4.6
CineStation
RCU
Transvideo 8” Onboard
Riser & Bridgeplate
Laptop with Phantom PCC & PVP Software

Accessories
CineMag 256 GB

€

450.00

CineStation 10 Gb Ethernet

€

300.00

Phantom Miro
	Phantom Miro LC320S Package
1
2
1
3
1
1

€

Miro LC320S (12GB, PL-Mount)
CineFlash memory modules, (120GB each)
RCU 2
batteries Sony BP-U60
charger
Docking station for Data-Offload

	AbleCine Essential Mounting Kit
2
1
1
1

1,200.00

1,200.00

€

Phantom HD Gold Package
1
2
1
1

00,-

€ 2.0

Phantom HD Gold
CineMags
RCU
Riser

€

,00

2.420

	Phantom HD Gold Package Large
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
4
1

Phantom HD Gold
00,€ 2.7
CineMags
10,00
€ 3.3
CineStation
RCU
Transvideo 8” Onboard
Riser & Bridgeplate
Mattebox Vocas MB  -  450
Zeiss CP2 lenses
Laptop with Phantom PCC & PVP software

Accessories
Workstation & 10 Gb CineStation

€

650.00

1 19“ Rackserver in transport case with 10Gb network
1 10 Gb CineStation
1 NEC 24“ Spectraview monitor
1	eSata and USB3.0 for external storage,
internal RAID configuration possible.
!

Data memory not included !

Phantom 65-Z3D
	Phantom 65-Z3D Package

€

100.00

I-Plates
Rosette Bar
Top Handle Assembly
Cine-Style Riser

60 GB CineFlash - Memory Module
120 GB CineFlash - Memory Module

	Phantom HD Gold

€

€

80.00

120.00

Additional rental prices upon request.

1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

complete €

4,000.00

Phantom 65
CineMags
CineStation
RCU
Transvideo 8” Onboard
Riser + Bridgeplate + 19 mm rods
Mattebox Vocas MB  -  450
Laptop with Phantom PCC +PVP software

1	Zepar lens set:
20 mm, 24 mm, 28 mm, 35 mm, 50 mm, 75 mm, 100 mm
1 U-Lex control system (focus, iris, interocular distance)
1 Stereo 3D live preview system
1 Workstation

All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.
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Sales Prices
Phantom Flex

Phantom Miro

	Phantom Flex, 16 gb Ram

€

82,047.00

	Phantom Flex, 32 gb Ram

€

92,093.00

	Phantom Miro LC320S

€

47,219.00

€

41,777.00

with 12 gb Ram memory, 12 bit depth

	Phantom Miro M320S
with 12 gb Ram memory, 12 bit depth

Phantom HD Gold
	Phantom HD Gold Refurbished

37,675.00

€

16 GB RAM

	Phantom HD Gold Refurbished

49,396.00

€

16 gb Ram & 1 x 256 gb CineMag II

16 gb Speichererweiterung

€

8,372.00

For Hd Gold Refurbished

	Accessory Kit For Miro M/LC

€

0.00

60 gb CineFlash, Dock
(with camera order only)

	Accessory Kit For Miro M/LC

€

670.00

120 gb CineFlash, Dock
(with camera order only)

	Accessory Kit For Miro M/LC

€

2,763.00

240 gb CineFlash, Dock
(with camera order only)

Accessories
	Optical Lowpass Filter

€

670.00

For Phantom Flex

Optical Lowpass Filter

€

590.00

For Phantom HD Gold

	Phantom CineFlash Memory Module

€

1,415.00

€

2,085.00

€

4,178.00

60 gb

	Phantom CineFlash Memory Module
120 gb

	Phantom CineMag II

€

14,149.00

240 gb

Storage Magazine, 144 gb

	Phantom CineMag II

€

20,847.00
Lens Mount Option, Standard F-Mount

Storage Magazine, 256 gb

	Phantom CineMag II

€

30,056.00

Storage Magazine, 512 gb

€

10,800.00

€

14,986.00

Dock for CineMag – Data Offload

	Phantom CineStation

Dock for CineMag – Data Offload with 10 Gb Ethernet interface

from €

23,702.00*

from €

37,143.00*

from €

27,595.00*

Phantom 10 Gb Ethernet CineStation & 1 x CineMag II

CineMag & CineStation Kit

€

1,390.00

€

2,006.00

For Miro M/LC320S
(with camera order only)

Lens Mount Option, EOS instead of F-Mount
For Miro M/LC320S
(with camera order only)

	Optischer Low Pass Filter

€

590.00

	RCU for Miro M/LC

€

5,434.00

€

1,967.00

Incl. 0,6 M cable

2 x CineMag II & CineStation

CineMag & CineStation Kit

0.00

For Miro M/LC320S

1 x CineMag II & CineStation

CineMag & CineStation Starter Kit

€

For Miro M/LC320S
(with camera order only)

Lens Mount Option, Pl-Mount instead of F-Mount

	Phantom CineStation

CineMag & CineStation Starter Kit

	Phantom CineFlash Memory Module

from €

Phantom 10 Gb Ethernet CineStation & 2 x CineMag II

41,036.00*

	AbleCine Essential Mounting Kit
2
1
1
1

I-Plates
Rosette Bar
Top Handle Assembly
Cine-Style Riser

* Prices vary depending on choice of memory size

For sales in Euro the exchange rate will be recalculated if differences are bigger than +/- 2% on the date of invoice.

All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.
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6. Flicker-free lighting equipment for high-speed imaging

F or our 400W daylight fixtures we developed special flicker-free ballasts which also work with the high-speed
video cameras, based on a frequency of 1000 c/s.
For special effects and illumination of details our imager / projection attachments are ideal, with a definition
of light and shadow, without any color fringing or halation – unavailable with other devices. Interchangeable
lenses with very high transmission.
 ur focusing LED lights with dedolight double-aspheric optics exist in versions with 20W, 40W, 90W and
O
250W. All of them work flicker-free, same as our Tecpro Felloni multi-LED panel light. Both, the focusing lights
as well as the multi-LED panel lights are now available in dedocolor quality – a new standard of excellence.
For smaller objects the dedocool provides up to 2 million lux.

30K LabLight® System
With a modeling light of only 1kW you can set your illumination without heating up of the object. A trigger
signal switches the unit instantly to 30kW. The usual experience of camera people is that lighting with one light
source is not common. It is amazing that with this light fixture in most applications one light source works very
well. Sometimes reflectors are used to simulate a plurality of sources. If desired, of course we can offer multiple
LabLights.
The 30kW power of the LabLight is limited to 10 seconds which in high-speed shooting is more than sufficient for
‚full-length‘ playback. The high output is generated by a super battery. The power input can be provided by the
outlet in grandmother‘s kitchen.

SoftSun
From 3.3kW to 100kW continuous, flicker-free light with high color rendition index.
Dimmable all the way down to 5%.
Please be aware that for the 100kW SoftSun you will need a 200kW three-phase generator.

Other high-power, flicker-free lights also available.
All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.
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3.3K SoftSun
3.3K Linear LIGHT HEAD
Wattage

3,300 W

Lamp Type

Enhanced Spectrum Plasma™ ESL

Color Temperature

5.000º Kelvin

CRI

>96

Dimensions

71 x 31 x 24 cm (28”w x 12“h x 9.5“d)

Gewicht

11 Kilograms (24 Pounds)

POWER SUPPLY
Both of the 3.3K and 3.6K units share our generation III power supply.
This unit offers quiet, reliable operation in a light-weight, easy to use,
rugged weather-resistant package. The power supply also features
built-in DMX and accurate digital light level readout.

Input Power

200/250 Volts AC

50/60 Hertz

Single Phase

Power Consumption

36 Amps

Dimensions

23 x 71 x 27 cm (9”w x 28”h x 10.5”d)

Weight

13 Kilograms (35 Pounds)

Sales price
Softsun 3.3K light head

€

5,525.00

Softsun 3x power supply

€

6,138.00

combined price

Softsun 3.3K

replacement lamp

11,663.00

€

light head

&

power supply

&

cable incl.

1 Lamp

3.3K

€

482.00

10K Linear
10K linear LIGHT HEAD
Wattage

10,000 W

Lamp Type

Enhanced Spectrum Plasma™ ESL

Color Temperature

5,000º Kelvin

CRI

>96

Dimensions

149 x 78 x 45 cm (58.5”w x 30.5”h x 17.5“d)

Weight

29 Kilograms (65 Pounds)

POWER SUPPLY
10K ballast. 3rd generation. Robust,
reliable and weather-proof. Including DMX
modules and an accurate digital display.

Sales price
Softsun 10K light head

€

8,769.00

three phase

Softsun 10K power supply

€

8,769.00

Power Consumption

60 Amps

combined price

Dimensions

91 x 58 x 52 cm (36“w x 23“h x 21“d)

Weight

61 Kilograms (135 Pounds)

Input Power

208 - 420 VAC

50/60 Hertz

replacement lamp

€

10K

16,662.00
€

789.00

For sales in Euro the exchange rate will be recalculated if differences are bigger than +/- 2% on the date of invoice.

All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.
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25K Linear
25K linear LIGHT HEAD
Wattage

25,000 W

Lamp Type

Enhanced Spectrum Plasma™ ESL

Color Temperature

5.000º Kelvin

CRI

> 96

Dimensionst

178 x 91 x 53 cm (70”w x 36”h x 21”d)

Weight

64 Kilograms (140 Pounds)

Sales price
POWER SUPPLY – Flicker Free (DC)
Input Power

208 - 420 VAC

50/60 Hertz

three phase

Power Consumption

150 Amps

Dimensions

91 x 58 x 52 cm (36“w x 23“h x 21“d)

Weight

61 Kilograms (135 Pounds)

Softsun 25K light head

€

18.415,00

Softsun 25K power supply

€

17.538,00

€

35.077,00

combined price

Softsun 3.3K

light head

replacement lamp

&

power supply

&

cable incl.

1 Lamp

25K

€

1.096,00

100K Linear
100K LINEAR LIGHT HEAD
Wattage

100.000 W

Lamp Type

Enhanced Spectrum Plasma™ ESL

Color Temperature

5,000º Kelvin

CRI

> 96

Dimensions

295 x 825 x 55 cm (118”w x 33”h x 22”d)

Weight

145 Kilograms (320 Pounds)

POWER SUPPLY – Flicker Free (DC)
Input Power

380 or 480 Volts AC

50/60 Hertz

three phase

Power Consumption

265 Amps

Dimensions

62 x 75 x 113 cm (25”w x 30”h x 45”d)

Weight

159 Kilograms (350 Pounds)

Sales price

rental pricing

Softsun 100K package
		
including:

Ligh Head with 3x 28mm junior stud ,lamp,
cable, Power Supply – flicker free (dc)

per day €
per week €

1.200,00
4.800,00

replacement lamp, controller,

Softsun 100K light head

€

40.777,00

Softsun 100K power supply

€

39.462,00

combined price

€

80.238,00

Softsun 100K

light head

replacement lamp

&

power supply

&

cable incl.

100K

1

lamp

€

2.982,00

For sales in Euro the exchange rate will be recalculated if differences are bigger than +/- 2% on the date of invoice.

All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.
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Longstrike 115KW
Absolutely flicker-free stable light even at 1,000,000 fps.
While idling at 1,200 watts from less than 13 amps of house
power, the light at 5,000 kelvin and 95 CRI will boost to
115,000 watts in 1ms where it will stay for up to 10 seconds.
Power for the high intensity boost comes from a two part custom
portable battery pack each weighing 300 kg with dimensions
of 107 x 70 x 95cm. The light fixture weighs 51 kg with
dimensions of 185 x 70 x 103cm.

Sales price

rental pricing

90KW SunSource package

per day € 750,00
per week € 3.000,00

		
including:

90KW SunSource Package Price
90KW SunSource

light head, two piece power supply,

power supply to head and

90KW SunSource

light head, two piece power supply,

8m

cable from

power supply to head and lamp

150K Sun Source package

per day € 850,00
per week € 3.400,00

		
including:

150K Sun Source light
& cable incl. 1 Lampe

head

& Power Station & Power Station (Trailer)

1

lamp.

8m

Replacement lamp 90KW SunSource

replacement lamp

light head

&

cable from

€

150K Sun Source package Price
150K Sun Source

45.000,00

€

60.069,00

€

power supply

&

cable incl.

150K Sun Source

1.300,00

1 Lamp

€

1.315,00

30K LabLight ®
Light HEAD
Wattage

30.000 W

Lamp Type

Enhanced Spectrum Plasma™

Color Temperature

5.000º Kelvin

CRI

over 96

Dimensions

26“w x 14“h x 14“d (66 x 36 x 36 cm)

Weight

29 Pounds (13 Kilograms)

POWER SUPPLY – Flicker Free (DC)
Input Power

220 VAC, 12 amps (50 /60Hz)

Dimensions

18“w x 18“h x 33“d (46 x 46 x 84 cm)

Weight

270 Pounds (123 Kilograms)

Sales price
30K LabLight combined price
30K LabLight

light head

replacement lamp
rental pricing

30K LabLight

pro Tag € 550,00
pro Woche € 2.200,00

package

		
available: Linear and

including:

30K LabLight

Circular

light head

&

power supply

&

power supply

cable incl.

&

cable incl.

21.485,00

1 Lamp

30K LabLight

€

570,00

light head

30K LabLight - Linear

€

8.682,00

light head

30K LabLight - Par

€

8.682,00

power supply

30K LabLight

remote control for up to twelve

&

€

€

30K LabLight

12.803,00
€

1.315,00

1 Lamp

For sales in Euro the exchange rate will be recalculated if differences are bigger than +/- 2% on the date of invoice.

All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.
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DEB400DT-1000
1000 c/s Power Supply

Series 400

Electronic, flicker-free ballast, small, light, robust – cutting edge technology.
Works with DLH400DT, DEDOPAR, page 24, and DLH400S-DT, page 22,
and DLH-PA7X2DT, page 23 soft lights.

Input range

90-264V AC

Output

1000 c/s, 5 seconds after ignition ballast switches from starting
frequency of 140 c/s to operating frequency of 500 c/s – ready to
use for flicker-free high-speed recording

Weight

3.400 kg

Watt

400/575 W

Input voltage

auto-ranging 90-264V AC

Stand Mounting

DEB400H mount allows stand-mounting

Security

protected against over-voltage, overload, overheat and short circuit

Display

LED status indicators (ready, lamp, heat)

Dimming

40 %

DLH400DT

400/575 W Daylight Light Head
A fixture for single ended 400 W daylight metal halide lamps with
unrivaled focusing range and unequaled light quality.
Can be operated at 575 W with the same lamp when used in
conjunction with the dedolight DEB400DT electronic ballast.
Matches optical design of the DP400 projection attachment for flawless
performance.

Weight

4400 g (9.7 lbs)

Focus Angle:

50° - 4,5°

Focus Intensity:

1 : 20

Focus Scale:

Indicates current angle of beam

Lamp:

DL400DHR-NB 400 W daylight single ended, Hot Restrike

Cable:

DPOW400DT, 7 m (23‘)

Safety:

Safety switch prevents operation when access door is open

Mounting:

16 mm (5/8“ ) receptacle and 28 mm (11/8“) stud

UV:

Extremely low UV emission

ON/OFF:

On/Off push buttons located on both head and ballast for ease of
operation

All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.
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Series 400 – The Imager 400
DP400-70

DPEYESET
DP400-230

DP400-185

DP400-100
DP400-150

DP400GR
DP400IR

DP400LH

DP400SH

DP400LFS

DP400GGH

DP400CON-WA

DP400U

DP400GH

Components

DP400FS

DP400CON

DP400CON Condenser
For DP400 lenses 100 - 230 mm focal
length. The standard back part of the
projection attachment includes a two
lens condenser system, one of which
is an aspherical lens. An image plane
adjustment control is provided so that
projections from an off - angle position
may be focus corrected. A safety
cable attachment point is also
provided. Weight: 704 g (1.5 lbs)
DP400CON-WA
Wide angle condenser
required for DP400 with, 70 and
100 mm focal length lenses. Weight:
2150 g (4.7 lbs.)
DP400U Universal receptacle
Weight: 350 g (12.4 oz.)
Accepts the following optional
accessories:
D
 P400GGH Glass gobo holder
DP400GH Steel gobo holder
D
 P400LFS
Loose shutter leaves (set of four)
D
 P400IR Iris (18 leaves)

DP400LFS
Framing shutter, loose leaf set
Consisting of four framing shutter leaves,
which can be used on their own or
together with a gobo holder to cut the
projected image to a desired size.
Weight: 60 g (2.1 oz.)
DP400FS
Framing shutter assembly
The four non - removable, built - in shutter
leaves move in two planes allowing
movement of one shutter leaf without
moving other shutter leaves.
Weight: 155 g (5.4 oz.)
DP400IR Iris
With 18 leaves. Weight: 200 g (7 oz.)
DP400GH Gobo holder
Holds a single steel gobo, Size A,
Ø 100 mm, image max. Ø 75 mm.
Weight: 85 g (3 oz.)
DP400GGH Glass gobo holder
Holds a single glass gobo,
Size A, Ø 100 mm, image max. Ø 75 mm.
Weight: 100 g (3.5 oz.)

DPEYESET Eye filter attachment
Fits DP400 -185 projection lens only.
Complete with three polycarbonate
filters and filter holder. Eye filters soften
shadow edge – not a diffusion filter.
Weight: 96 g (3.4 oz.)
DP400LH Projection lens. holder
Weight: 378 g (13.3 oz.)
DP400-70 Projection lens
70 mm, f/1.5, high transmission,
seven element projection lens. High
resolution with low distortion.
DP400CON-WA needed.
Weight: 2700 g (5.9 lbs)
DP400-100 Projection lens
100 mm, f/1.6, high transmission, six
element projection lens. High
resolution with low distortion.
DP400CON-WA recommended.
Weight: 1070 g (2.4 lbs)
DP400-150 Projection lens
150 mm, f/2.2, high transmission,
four element projection lens.
High resolution low distortion.
Weight: 650 g (1.4 lbs)

DP400-185 Projection lens
185 mm, f/3.5, projection lens with
focus scales on both sides of the barrel
(marked in meters and feet). Weight:
516 g (1.1 lbs)
DP400-230 Projection lens
230 mm, f/2.3, high transmission,
six element projection lens. Weight:
2222 g (4.9 lbs)
DP400SHA Slide holder attachment
with image plane adjustment (any
direction) to maintain sharp focus for
off - axis projections up to approx. 45°
(depends on focal length of lens). With
power supply for fan (24V). Weight:
580 g (1.3 lbs)
DP4002GR Gobo rotator
Gobo rotator for two steel gobos.
Rotation, concentric working in opposite
directions. Including multispeed power
supply 3 -12 V. Weight: 740 g (1.6 lbs)
DP4002GR+ Gobo rotator
Similar to DP4002GR but with built
in fan and heat reflecting filter for use
with two gelprinted effect gobos. With
second power supply for fan (24 V).
Weight: 780 g (1.7 lbs)

All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.
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DP400G Standard steel gobo
More than 300 different shadow
patterns available. Size A, Ø 100 mm,
image max. Ø 75 mm.
DP400GC Custom-made
steel gobo from customers
artwork.
Size, same as above.

DP400GG Glass gobo.
Available in multicolor or single color,
black and white.
Custom - made glass gobos also
available (DP400GGC)
DPACP400 Accessory pouch With
four compartments for
gobos, iris, framing shutter blades.

A modular optical system of unprecedented quality and versatility.
The Series 400 Imager has become a successful tool for demanding precision lighting. Not only
ideal for special effects with large, high precision projections, but also perfect all the way down to
tiny accents.
Whenever light and shadow patterns, or gobo projections with razor sharp edges are needed,
the Series 400 Imager allows for perfect contrast, high resolution and high light efficiency.
A unique image plane adjustment provides edge-to-edge sharp images even for off axis use.
Whatever your creativity calls for, the Imager does it all without color fringing, distortion, or fuzzy
resolution, all of which often plague other systems.
High precision image projection
Precise light and shadow shapes
Extremely sharp – high resolution
No color fringing, no halation
Perfect contrast rendition
The DP400 projection attachment is a modular system enabling quick change and versatility.
Two basic configurations are available, and due to the sophisticated modular system, additional
components are easily added according to the users application.
DP400KU Imager-Set
with universal receptacle.

DP400KFS Imager-Set
with framing shutter assembly.
As described above, but with DP400FS, framing shutter module with four non - re - movable, built-in
framing shutter leaves in place of the DP400U, universal receptacle.

All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.
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The Portable Window
PanAura® 5
Both dedolight PanAura®/Octodomes feature huge diffuser areas producing a beautiful, wrap around, soft light.
These PanAura®/Octodomes are extremely flat, making them ideal for work
in confined spaces. The light output has to be seen to be believed and the
light quality is absolutely stunning!
Several kits are available which utilize the PanAura®/ Octodomes.
DLPA5 (DSBOCT)
Assembled

150 x 150 x 40,5 cm (5 ‘ x 5 ‘ x 1.3‘ )

Packed

85 x 20 x 10 cm (2.7 ‘ x 7.9 “ x 3.9 “ )

Diffuser

150 x 150 cm (5 ‘ x 5 ‘ )

Depth

40,5 cm (1.3 ‘ )

Weight

1500 g (3.3 lbs)

Works with lighthead

DLH400SDT, DLH1000SPLUS, DLH4x150S

Grid 40°

DLPA5G (DLGRIDOCT)

DLH400SDT

400/575 W Daylight/Tungsten Softlight
A dedicated 400/575 W soft light. Works with an amazing variety of
soft boxes: dedoflex, Photoflex and Chimera. Two times the light output
when compared to any soft box mounted to a Fresnel fixture. Perfectly
even light distribution. Works with the proven dedolight DEB400DT
ballast (same ballast as for DLH400DT focusing daylight fixture).

Weight:

1575 g (3.4 lbs)

Lamp:

DL400DHR-NB 400 W daylight single ended, Hot Restrike

Cable:

DPOW400DT, 7 m (23‘)

Mounting:

16 mm (5/8“ ) receptacle and 28 mm (11/8“ ) stud

Safety:

Auto cut – off when protective tube missing or damaged

UV:

Protective quartz glass tube with UV – cut function

12.4" (315mm)

The light sources of dedolight soft lights are located in the focal center of
the reflector, thus allowing double the light output in comparison to a soft
box in front of a studio Fresnel light. For high-speed video recording use
with high-speed ballast DEB400DT1000.

9.79" (248.6mm)

8.8" (201.80mm)

All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.
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PanAura® 7 – A Dedicated Soft Light
Why do we call it dedicated?
Similar to the other known seven
dedolight soft lights, these have
been conceived exclusively as
optimum soft light sources
	Light output is double in
comparison to a soft box in
front of a studio Fresnel light,
because the actual light sources
are placed in the focal point
of the reflector
Gentle wrap around character
On an optimum soft light source,
the light emission on the large
diffuser should be perfectly even
to the edge. It should even be
somewhat more intense towards
the edge. Both variations are
offered by this soft light by
changing the standard inner
diffuser with a rim-aura diffuser
(both types included).
	The standard inner diffuser
provides perfectly smooth light
distribution

Tungsten / Daylight
dedolight is probably the only
one who offers the interchangeability of daylight discharge
lamps with tungsten discharge
lamps. Both have equally high
light output, identical high
color quality and both work
with the same ballast.

The inner Rim-Aura
diffuser provides a brighter rim
area (Aura) on the front diffuser
and is closer to the idea of a
„wrap around light“

Alternatively, use the large inner
diffuser for all over even light.

PanAura® 7 with 40° grid

Intensity control in six steps with no change of color.
This two lamp system offers a wide range of intensity control. Each lamp is individually controlled and can be
switched from 575  W to 400  W or continuously dimmed to 300  W and then switched off. This results in an
unprecedented range of intensity control without any change to color quality.

Higher Output - More Light - Less Consumption - Less Heat
How do you want to call it?
Energy Efficient?
Green-Tec?
dedolight-PanAura®?
The Portable Window?
... or just the soft light with the most loving character?
Even though we do not favor the hot spot
philosophy, we still have 140 percent light level in the center compared
to a 5000  W tungsten Fresnel with a soft box and use only 1150  W.

DL400DHR-NB

Metal Halide Lamp
400/575 W Daylight
DL575THR-NB

Metal Halide Lamp
575 W Tungsten

DLHPA7x2DT

Soft light head for 2 lamps,
daylight or tungsten, interchangeable, same high light output. Both
lamps work with the same ballasts.

250 percent light level towards the rim
compared to a 5000  W tungsten Fresnel with
a soft box – and we still only use 1150  W.
PanAura® compares favorably with a soft box on a 2.5 kW daylight
studio light – more light and uses only 1150  W.
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Series 400
dedoPAR
400/575 W Daylight -PAR-Leuchte
dedoPAR is a 575/400W daylight PAR light head. It works with the
same 1000 cycles ballast that can also be used for the focusing
DLH400DT (page 19), and the two PanAura soft lights DLH400SDT
(page 22), and DLHPA7x2DT (page 23).
Start / stop buttons are located on the light head as well as on the ballast.
Because of the special construction of the reflector this PAR light offers high
light efficiency. A selection of different lenses allows the choice of beam
angle in three steps. The focusing mechanism on this light head simply
serves the correction of light distribution.

Weight:

DPAR - O – 1000 g (2.2 lbs), DPAR - R – 1900 g (4.2 lbs)

Lamp:

DL400DHR-NB 400 W daylight single ended, Hot Restrike

Cable:

DPOW400DT, 7 m (23‘)

Mounting:

16 mm (5/8 „ ) receptacle and 28 mm (1 1/8 „ ) stud

Safety:

Auto cut - off when protective glass is missing or damaged

UV

Quartzglastubus mit UV - Sperrfunktion

ON/OFF

On / Off push buttons located on both head and ballast for ease of
operation

2

1

3

4

5

6

7

Components
1

10
11

2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9

10

8

11

9

DPAR-O 	dedoPAR base unit light head to be combine
with DPAR-S or DPAR-R.
DPAR-R
dedoPAR reflector with yoke.
DLSR2 	dedolight speed ring (Ø 160 mm) for soft
boxes of other brands.
DPARD1
Spread lens (Flood).
DPARD2
Spread lens (Medium).
DPARD3
Spread lens (Spot).
DPARBD
Barn door.
DPOW400DT
Light head to ballast power cable (7 m).
DEB400DT-1000 Electronic ballast with mains cable
(same as for dedolight DLH400DT)
DL400DHR-NB
400/575 W daylight lamp (clear).
DCPAR 	Transport case for dedoPAR, direct/soft
attachment, lens set, barn door and ballast.

All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.
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This fixture is exclusively designed by us to fulfill the demands of high-speed film and video, as well as for
special effects shootings.

COOLT3

Transformer / Control Unit
This Power Supply/Control Unit can simultaneously power two
dedocool tungsten light heads. Its AC power input can be set for every
AC power in the world from 110 V to 240 V in six steps.
Each light (output) can be individually and independently switched in
four distinct steps, each increasing color temperature and output:
1. Set up position 		
2. Operating position
3. Boost position		

–
–
–

approx. 3000 K – 21 V
approx. 3200 K – 24 V
approx. 3300 K – 26 V

The COOLT3 incorporates an input voltage indicator, enabling the
user to determine correct input voltage at a glance and to control color
temperature precisely.
Weight:

4560 g (10.2 Ibs)

lnput voltage:

110 V - 240 V AC (switchable, 6 steps) 100 V - 240 V AC on request

Output voltage:

2 x 21 - 26 V AC (in three steps)

Safety:

Red LED indicator for each output indicating cool down period.
Fused input and outputs

COOLH dedocool
Tungsten Light Head

The first light designed expressly to meet the special requirements of ultra
high speed film making and videography. The dedocool utilizes a low
wattage, low voltage lamp working in combination with a unique optical
system and a special reflector which concentrates an intense amount
of light over a highly concentrated area.
Two carefully matched heat reflecting filters and transmitting mirror, route
the heat through two forced air ventilators and out the back of the head.
Over short periods of time, heating of the subject is negligible. Even after
prolonged shooting sessions, ambient close range temperature could best
be described as „warm.“ Light to subject distance, maximum 20 cm (8”).

Weight:

1840 g (4 Ibs)

Lamp:

24 V / 250 W (ELC) Osram HLX 64653 or equivalent

Input voltage:

21 - 26 V AC (from COOLT3)

Cable length:

690 cm (22‘ 8“)

Mounting:

Standard 16 mm (5/8 „) receptacle

CAUTION: Especially when shooting with high speed video cameras
that work with „Rolling Shutter“, e.g. the Phantom HD or Phantom HD
Gold. At higher frame rates, and especially if at the same time shortened exposure times are used, it may come to fluctuation phenomena of
light intensity. Here tests are possibly advised.

7. Is that all?
Certainly not. There is still much more to say on these issues, but then it would be best if you describe your
task so that we can try to find solutions for your projects.
All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.
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Rental Conditions
Power Supply

dedoPAR

DEB400DT-1000

per day € 50,00
per week € 250,00

		

Kit

400/575W DEDOPAR KIT-HF
		

per day € 70,00
per week € 350,00

1 DPAR light head with 8-leaf barn door, 3 spread lenses
1 DEB400DT-1000 flickerfree power supply, 1000Hz, cables

power supply including mains cable.

Mono Kit
per day € 70,00
per week € 350,00

400/575W MONO KIT-HF
		

DEDOCOOL Kit
DEDOCOOL KIT
		

1 DLH400DT focusing light head with 8-leaf barn door, light shield ring
1 DEB400DT-1000 flickerfree power supply, 1000Hz, cables

2x light heads (250W, 3200K), power supply, barn doors, stands at 8”
distance approx. 2 million lux (approx. 180.000 foot-candle for a small lit
area) Over short periods of time, heating of the subject is negligible.

Imager/Projection Kit
400/575W IMAGER/PROJECTION KIT-HF
		

per day € 90,00
per week € 450,00

per day € 50,00
per week € 250,00

PanAura® 7 Kit
PanAura® 7"- SOFT LIGHT KIT-HF

1 DLH400DT, focusing light head with 8-leaf barn door, light shield ring
1 DEB400DT-1000 flickerfree power supply, 1000Hz, cables
1 DP400 imager/projection attachment with framing shutter modul, iris,gobo holder (A-size)

		

per day € 170,00
per week € 850,00

1 DLHPA7x2DT soft light head with 2x 400/575W lamps, cable to light head
2 DEB400DT-1000 flickerfree power supply, 1000Hz, cables
1 DLPA7 PanAura® 7 " soft box with 40° textile grid and soft case

PanAura® 5 Kit
per day € 80,00
per week € 400,00

PanAura® 5"-SOFT LIGHT KIT-HF
		

1D
 LH400SDT light head with integrated speedring, cable to light head
1D
 EB400DT-1000 flickerfree power supply, 1000Hz, cables
1 DLPA5, PanAura® 5" Soft box with 40° textile grid and soft case

Sales Prices
PanAura® 5 Kit
SPA5DT-S Standard Daylight/Tungsten Kit
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1

€

4.133,50

DLH400SDT 400/575 W daylight/tungsten soft light
HTP400S heat pouch
DEB400DT power Supply 400/575 W
DPOW400DT light head cable 7 m
DEB400H power supply holder with CLAMP-D
DLPA5 (DSBOCT) PanAura®/Octodome 5
DLPA5G (DLGRIDOCT) grid for PanAura®/Octodome 5
DL400DHR-NB 400/575 W daylight lamp
DST400S stand
DSCPA5 (DSCOCT) soft case

SPA5T-S Tungsten-Kit
1
1
1
1
2
1
1

€

1.757,00

DLH1000SPLUS 1000 W tungsten soft light with 3 m cable
HTP1000S heat pouch
DLPA5 (DSBOCT) PanAura®/Octodome 5
DLPA5G (DLGRIDOCT) grid for PanAura®/Octodome 5
DL1000FEP-NB 230 V / 1000 W tungsten lamp
DST400S stand
DSCPA5 (DSCOCT) soft case

PanAura® 7 Kit
SPA7x2DT Daylight/Tungsten Kit
1
1
2
1

DSCPA7W soft case with wheels
soft light head
400/575W daylight lamp
soft box with rods and rear
cowling

€

6.925,00

 different inner diffusors
2
1 front diffuser
1 grid /louvre 40°
1 cable to connect light head to
ballast / power supply

Options:
- extension arm
- extending holder for ballast
- stands
- 575 W tungsten lamp

All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.
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Sales Prices
Power Supply

dedoPAR

DEB400DT-1000

€

1.480,00
•

dedoPAR

€

1.211,00

focusing light head, 400/575W daylight/tungsten
€

611,00

imager set with universal module for iris, steel and glass gobo holder (A-size)

DP400KFS

€

658,00

imager set with framing shutter module
(4 moveable framing shutter blades)

DLH400SDT

109,00

€

109,00

€

109,00

spread lens (flood)

DPARD2
spread lens (medium)

DPARD3
spread lens (spot)

DPAR-O

€

1.129,00

€

457,00

€

260,00

€

775,00

dedoflex PanAura 5 soft box

textile 40° grid for PanAura® 5 soft box DLPA5

PanAura® 7

DPAR dedoPAR light head with reflector
DPAR-S direct/soft attachment
DLSR-8 speedring for soft boxes with 4 or 8 rods
DSBSM dedoflex Silver Dome, medium
DPARBD barn door
DPARD1 spread lens, flood
DPARD2 spread lens, medium
DPARD3 spread lens, spot
DEB400DT power supply 400/575W
DPOW400DT cable to light head, 7 m
DL400DHR-NB 400 / 575 W daylight lamp
DCPAR hard case

DEDOCOOL

dedoflex PanAura 7 soft box, back cover, two different inner diffusers
(standard diffuser DLPA7D2 and Rim-Aura diffuser DLPA7D2S) and one big
front diffuser (DLPA7D1).

dedocool light head, tungsten

DLPA7G

power supply (110-240V) for two COOLH

®

COOLH
COOLT3

€

304,00

textile 40° grid for PanAura® 7 soft box.

DSCPA7W

€

dedoPAR 8-leaf barn door

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

®

COOLSET - Tungsten Cool-Light Kit
€

PanAura® 7 soft case with wheels.

250,00

KPAR - dedoPAR 400/575W daylight/tungsten – Kit €.155,00

PanAura® 5

DLPA7

€

757,00

€

DLPA5G (DLGRIDOCT)

1.863,00

dedoPAR base unit

soft light head, 400/575W daylight/tungsten

DLPA5 (DSBOCT)

DPARBD
DPARD1

Serie 400 Light Head & Imager
DP400KU

€

dedoPAR light head, 400/575W daylight/tungsten

flickerfree power supply including mains cable.
Required to use with:
• DLPA5
• DLPA7
• DLH400DT

DLH400DT

DPAR

595,00

2
1
2
2
4
1

€

€

984,00

€

710,00

3.155,00

COOLH dedocool tungsten light head with cable
COOLT3 power Supply
DBD8 8-leaf barn door
DST stands
COOLAMP 24 V / 250 W tungsten lamps
DCHDCOOL hard case
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